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The smart way to prosperity
R&D played a role in
creating the nation’s hightech hot spots, and the Gulf
Coast has more innovators
than some might think...

W

alking through the Florida Institute for Human and Machine
Cognition headquarters in downtown Pensacola, Fla., is like
walking into a Disneyland for scientists. Hightech, next-generation gadgetry exist in seemingly
every nook and cranny. The real-world research
going on here to enhance human capabilities is
almost magical.
One of the renowned research institute’s latest
achievements is the program it created for the
Atlas humanoid robot, built by Boston Dynamics for the U.S. Defense Advanced Research
Projects Agency Robotics Challenge.
Competing in the two-day DARPA trials
against 16 of the world’s top robotics development teams at the Homestead Miami Speedway
in December, IHMC’s team of 25 researchers
finished second overall and scored the highest
among the seven teams using the Atlas.
Beating IHMC was a team from SCHAFT
Inc., in Japan, which used a robot it developed
specifically for the extremely difficult competition, designed to further development of robots
capable of assisting humans in responding to
natural and man-made disasters. For the competition, DARPA created eight tasks that tested
mobility, manipulation, dexterity, perception,
and operator control mechanisms.

By Duwayne Escobedo
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Aerospace-related research accounts for
most of the Gulf Coast region’s R&D
Eglin AFB alone spends more than $600
million annually on R&D
R&D is a $414 billion enterprise deemed
a path to prosperity
University research performed in all
urban areas across the Gulf Coast region
Computational science and marine
science R&D also big in region

Third place went to Carnegie-Mellon University’s National Robotics Engineering Center,
and fourth was Massachusetts Institute of Technology, also using an Atlas robot.
“I am amazingly proud of these young people,
who do not know that they cannot do what they
did,” said Ken Ford, IHMC founder and CEO.
“As with most of the teams, we had our problems. But the IHMC team persevered.”
IHMC and seven other teams are now preparing for the finals scheduled sometime by mid2015 and the chance to win the DARPA Robotics Challenge’s $2 million prize.
The robotics research is only one of hundreds
of projects undertaken at IHMC, such as exoskeletons to help paralyzed people walk, work
with NASA to develop an improved lunar lander vehicle, and new video game-looking flight
control panel displays to make flying easier.
Even more significant for the Gulf Coast region, IHMC is not the only place along the Interstate 10 corridor doing research, development, test and evaluation (RDT&E). In fact, it
may be one of the best kept secrets of the region, where over a dozen government and uni-
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versity organizations are involved in aerospacerelated research. Expertise ranges from engineering and design to artificial intelligence, warhead
technologies to guidance technologies, space activities to unmanned aerial/underwater vehicles,
and from power systems to remote sensing.
And that’s important for the future of the Gulf
Coast region. R&D is a $414 billion enterprise in
the United States, according to National Science
Foundation. Investing in science and engineering
is considered an essential pathway to prosperity.1
Research is key to innovation and can spur economic growth. The nation’s technology hot
spots owe a large debt of thanks to R&D.
There are several hot spots for RDT&E along
the Gulf Coast I-10 corridor. In Florida, the
largest is at Eglin Air Force Base, with more
than 300 scientists and engineers. It spends in
excess of $600 million a year on R&D. Only 17
universities in the United States2 and eight of 39
federally funded research centers3 spend more
each year. In Panama City, both Tyndall Air
Force Base and the Naval Surface Warfare Center also have R&D programs.
In South Mississippi, NASA’s John C. Stennis
Space Center (SSC) tests and evaluates propulsion systems for NASA and commercial space
companies. It also has an office dedicated to
finding real-world applications for NASA’s
Earth science research. Forty miles away in New
Orleans, NASA’s Michoud Assembly Facility is
home to the National Center for Advanced
Manufacturing, which is doing cutting-edge
work on building large aerostructures.
North of the I-10 corridor in Hattiesburg, the
University of Southern Mississippi has a solid
reputation built around its advanced materials
research, much of it of interest to aerospace.
In addition, while the aerospace region covered in this report spans the area between New
Orleans and Panama City, it could also be argued
that the I-10 research corridor extends west to
Baton Rouge, home of Louisiana State University, and east to Tallahassee, home of Florida

State University and the National High Magnetic
Field Office. FSU operates the Florida Center
for Advanced Aero-Propulsion Systems in Tallahassee and the High-Performance Materials Institute, both important to aerospace.
Aerial weaponry

Aerial weapons development is an R&D staple
of the Gulf Coast region. But with the Pentagon
tightening its belt, funding for aerial weapons
development programs has contracted. In FY
2013 the total for Eglin’s R&D was $601.1 million, down from $746.6 million in 2012.
Eglin is home to the Air Force Research Laboratory/Munitions Directorate (AFRL/RW) and
the joint Air Force and Navy Armament Directorate. They’re responsible for the development
and management of a host of conventional aerial
weapons (see pages 29-30).
AFRL/RW develops conventional airlaunched weapons to attack fixed, mobile/
relocatable, air and space targets. It conducts
basic research, exploratory development, advanced development and demonstrations for
weapons used against air, land and space targets.
It also participates in programs focused on technology transfer, dual-use technology and small
business development.4
Areas of weapons development include air
dominance missiles, close controlled strike, hard
and deeply buried targets and long range strike.
Weapons can be delivered day/night and in all
weather. The lab also focuses on STEM education at area high schools and middle schools, and
has an active college internship program.
Eglin’s AFRL operation has 13 outlying facilities, about 330,000 square feet stretching over
several hundred acres. Core competencies include munition system effects, fuze technologies,
damage mechanisms, energetic materials, munitions aerodynamics, guidance/navigation and
control. It works closely with defense companies, including international partners, who use
AFRL facilities at Eglin.

Photo page 56: An RS-25 rocket engine being tested at Stennis Space Center, Miss.
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U.S. Air Force photo

Advanced Guided Weapon Testbed Control Room at
AFRL/RW at Eglin Air Force Base, Fla..

The Armament Directorate is a joint Air
Force/Navy organization responsible for cradleto-grave management of air dominance weapons
programs. It designs, develops, produces, fields,
and sustains a family of air-to-ground and air-toair munitions. These multibillion-dollar systems
include the Joint Direct Attack Munition, Joint
Air-to-Surface Standoff Missile, Small Diameter
Bomb, Advanced Medium Range Air-to-Air
Missile, Miniature Air Launched Decoy and a
host of other specialized programs.5
Just outside Eglin in Shalimar, the University
of Florida has several engineering activities that
work with the Air Force.
The UF Research and Engineering Education
Facility (REEF) was created in 1969 to provide

engineering research and education in support of
Eglin and the surrounding technology community. It offers advanced degree programs and
courses in mechanical, aerospace, electrical,
computer, industrial and systems engineering.
To cope with any shortfalls of the scientific
and technical workforce, REEF and the Air
Force Research Laboratory/Munitions Directorate developed the Research Institute on Autonomous Precision Guided Systems (RIAPGS). It
provides supplementary scientific manpower to
reinforce AFRL’s work on airborne weapon systems. Short-term appointments permit a constant flux of new people and new ideas.
Four universities, UF, Georgia Tech, University of Illinois Champaign and Purdue University
formed a research consortium called the Florida
Institute for Research into Energetics (FIRE). It
uses REEF facilities and labs at the Munitions
Directorate to investigate a variety of topics related to energetic materials and high explosives.
Research topics include ways to better predict
explosives performance and methods to synthesize new materials, including nano technologies.
Another research consortium in Shalimar is
the International Center for Applied Computational Mechanics. It includes UF, University of
Michigan, Institut National Polytechnique de
Grenoble, Université de Lille, Université Paris
XIII and Université de Savoie.
The consortium focuses on bridging scales in
computation: from microstructure to macroscale properties of heterogeneous materials,
computational methods for solving multi-scales
problems in metallic and geologic materials, and
continuum and discrete modeling. Research
fields include theory and modeling of heterogeneous, metallic and geologic materials, especially
a very high strain rates.6
At Tyndall Air Force Base to the east of Eglin,
the forte is air dominance training of F-22 Raptor pilots, and the training of battle managers,
intelligence personnel and air traffic controllers.
But it’s also involved in aerial weapons testing.
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One of the 30 tenant groups is the 53rd Weapons Evaluation Group, which manages offshore
weapons ranges in the Gulf of Mexico. Assets
include target drones ranging from sub-scale to a
fleet of QF-4 and more recently QF-16s.
Space RDT&E

When commercial space company SpaceX in
the fall of 2013 said it would use Stennis Space
Center for R&D on its next generation Raptor
engine, it was a coup for the region. It added
another commercial company to a growing list
of commercial ventures using SSC facilities to
further their space ventures. And since the commercial side of the equation is where growth is
expected, that was a big deal for SSC.
SSC is where NASA has tested large rocket
engines for its space programs since the 1960s,
and its continuing that mission today. It’s where
the J-2X and RS-25 engines that will power
NASA’s Space Launch System (SLS) are being
tested. SSC is the largest and most capable of
NASA’s rocket engines test sites, the last place in
the country where full-scale engines or whole
rocket stages can be tested 24/7.
Stennis facilities include the A, B, and E test
complexes for propulsion testing that ranges
from components to stages. The new A-3 test
stand, originally built for the canceled Constellation program, is able to simulate altitudes of up
to 100,000 feet.
Also at Stennis is the Rocket Propulsion Test
Program Office, NASA’s authority for rocket
propulsion assignments and management. The
mission of the program is to manage NASA’s
four rocket propulsion test asset sites, activities
and resources, to advance test technologies and
reduce propulsion test costs.
To the west of SSC in New Orleans is Michoud Assembly Facility, where huge aerostructures have been built for NASA since the 60s.
For NASA’s SLS program Michoud is where the
core stage of the rocket is being built, as well as
the Orion crew capsule that will carry astronauts
further into space than ever before.

NASA illustration

Illustration of the Space Launch System taking off from
the launch pad.

Commercial ventures

Although doing work for NASA remains the
primary function of both SSC and Michoud,
both offer their facilities to commercial companies and actively court private ventures.
The numbers show why.
The United States outspends all other nations
combined when it comes to space, spending
$64.63 billion in 2010, 74 percent of the global
total.9 The global space economy has had a multi
-year string of growth since 2007, increasing almost $20 billion in activity from 2009 to a total
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activity of over $276 billion in 2010, according
to the Pentagon.
Involvement in both the federal and commercial sides of the multibillion-dollar space enterprise makes sense. While NASA’s programs rely
on funding provided by Congress, the commercial field is more open-ended and can venture
into activities not on NASA’s agenda, like the
still-developing space tourist industry. The Aerospace Industries Association estimated in 2013
that space was a $45.6 billion piece of the aerospace industry in the United States.
SSC is already the site where engines for commercial programs are tested. The Aerojet Rocketdyne AJ26, which powers Orbital Science’s
Antares rocket, and the RS-68, used in United
Launch Alliances’ Delta IV launch vehicle, are
both tested at SSC. Blue Origin has also tested
components of its rocket engine at SSC. And
now SpaceX is planning to do R&D for its Raptor at SSC.
Michoud is where Lockheed Martin is building
the composite structure for the first spacebound Dream Chaser winged commercial space
vehicle.
Both SSC and Michoud offer commercial
companies the advantage of employing the underutilized NASA facilities. They have excess
capacity and with space flight costs so high, that
could provide a savings hard to pass up. In addition to idle facilities, SSC and MAF both have
thousands of acres available for development.
Patrick Scheuermann, former director of Stennis Space Center and current director of Marshall Space Flight Center in Huntsville, Ala., has
pointed out that there are a lot of companies
with great ideas that are in the laboratory or subscale version. Success with those smaller versions will force them to make an investment in
their own backyard or search for a location to
test on a larger scale.

NASA rocket test facilities
•

•

•

•

John H. Glenn Research Center’s Plum
Brook Station, 6,400 acres (10 square
miles), Sandusky, Ohio
Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center’s White
Sands Test Facility, 60,160 acres (94
square miles), Las Cruces, N.M.*
George C. Marshall Space Flight Center,
1,800 acres (2.8 square miles), Huntsville,
Ala.**
John C. Stennis Space Center, 13,542
acres (21.1 square miles), Bay St. Louis,
Miss.***138,542 acres (216.4 square
miles), Bay St. Louis, Miss.***

*WSTF is within the 2,560,000-acre (4,000 square
miles) White Sands Missile Range (U.S. Army)
**MSFC is within the 5,056-acre (7.9 square miles)
Redstone Arsenal (U.S. Army)
***SSC is surrounded by a 125,000-acre (195.3 square
miles) acoustical buffer zone (NASA)

the tools that provide the eyes and ears of aircraft, notably for the vehicles in the growing
field of unmanned aerial systems.
SSC is home to the Applied Science and Technology Project Office, which uses NASA’s Earth
science assets to focus on the health of the Gulf
of Mexico and coastal areas. NASA’s Earth science work over the years has attracted scores of
remote sensing companies, most in the business
of finding new applications. It created the Gulf
of Mexico Initiative in 2007 to enhance the region’s ability to recover from the hurricanes of
2005 and to address coastal management events
of the future.
The initiative uses NASA’s satellites and their
array of sensors to address regional priorities
defined by the Gulf of Mexico Alliance, a partnership of Alabama, Florida, Louisiana, MissisGeospatial operations
The Gulf Coast region has substantial activities sippi, Texas and 13 federal agencies. The goal is
to increase regional collaboration to enhance the
in remote sensing and geospatial applications,
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ecological and economic health of the Gulf of
Mexico.
The office manages the Gulf of Mexico Initiative for NASA’s Applied Sciences Program. The
mission is to transfer results of research projects
from the lab to the public.10
Also at Stennis Space Center is the Center of
Higher Learning and University Research, a consortium that focuses on remote sensing and geographic information systems, high performance
computing and visualization and scientific computing. Members of CHL are the University of
Southern Mississippi, Mississippi State University, University of New Orleans and Pearl River
Community College.
CHL conducts research and provides technical
training and higher educational opportunities for
SSC workers. It has a GIS and Remote Sensing
Laboratory, High Performance Visualization
Center and High Performance Computing and
Algorithms Laboratory.
Mississippi State University Engineering Research Center—GeoResources Institute includes
the Remote Sensing Technologies Center, Mississippi’s Water Resources Research Institute,
the Computational Geospatial Technologies
Center and the Visualization, Analysis and Imaging laboratory. It works with government, commercial, and public interests to research, develop, and validate computational geospatial information products. It also helps apply those
products to terrestrial, hydrologic, oceanic, and
atmospheric processes.
The geospatial work at Stennis Space Center
prompted the federal government to establish
the Joint Airborne Lidar Bathymetry Technical
Center of Expertise at Stennis International Airport in Kiln, Miss., near the edge of the Stennis
Space Center buffer zone. The Army Corps of
Engineers, Naval Oceanographic Office and National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
are members. JALBTCX surveys using airborne
lidar bathymetry technologies. It performs operations and R&D to support the U.S. coastal
mapping and charting requirements of the Army

Corps of Engineers, Naval Meteorology and
Oceanography Command and the NOAA. Staff
includes engineers, scientists, hydrographers and
technicians from the USACE Mobile District
and ERDC in Vicksburg, Miss, NAVOCEANO
and NOAA National Geodetic Survey.
JALBTCX works with multiple federal agencies as well as the University of Southern Mississippi, Ohio State University, University of Florida, University of New Hampshire and Duke
University. Equipment includes Compact Hydrographic Airborne Rapid Total Survey
(CHARTS) system.
Advanced materials/manufacturing

One of the best-known research activities in
the Gulf Coast region is the advanced materials
research of the University of Southern Mississippi in Hattiesburg. It’s home to the Institute of
Surface Coatings, Mississippi Polymer Institute,
Polymer Science Research Center, and Response
-Driven Polymeric Films Center.
At Tyndall Air Force Base is a detachment of
the Air Force Research Laboratory/Materials
and Manufacturing Directorate, based at WrightPatterson Air Force Base in Dayton, Ohio. Like
Eglin’s Munitions Directorate, it’s part of the Air
Force Research Laboratory.
The directorate develops materials, processes,
and advanced manufacturing technologies for
use in aircraft, spacecraft, missiles, rockets, and
ground-based systems and their structural, electronic and optical components. It’s organized
into seven divisions (Nonmetallic Materials;
Metals, Ceramics, & NDI; Manufacturing Technology; Survivability & Sensor Materials; Airbase
& Environmental Technology; Systems Support;
and Integration & Operations).
Directorate personnel also develop improved
or new environmental and air base infrastructure
technologies, as well as provide support to help
solve materials-related issues on new or operational aircraft.
The Airbase and Environmental Technologies
Division at Tyndall is the Air Force's lead or-
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ganization for environmental research and development, developing technologies, processes, and
models to assess and manage environmental
risks associated with Air Force operations, including weapons systems development.
Researchers at the division’s Robotics Research Team at Tyndall received a request from
the Air Education and Training Command and
the Air Force Petroleum Agency to develop an
automated system to refuel aircraft.
The team developed a robotic refueling system
that promised to change the way the United
States military services aircraft. The prototype
device connects a single-point refueling nozzle
to a mock-up based on the F-35 Joint Strike
Fighter. Modifications would allow it to service
many other aircraft, including unmanned aerial
vehicles. The system is an alternative to manual
refueling, reducing the number of people needed
near each aircraft during “hotpit refueling,”
where one or more of the engines are operating,
improving safety and efficiency.
In New Orleans, the National Center for Advanced Manufacturing, currently operated by the
University of New Orleans, is located in NASA’s
Michoud Assembly Facility. NCAM was initiated
in 1999 through a memorandum of understanding with Louisiana, UNO, the UNO Research
and Technology Foundation and NASA’s
George C. Marshall Space Flight Center in
Huntsville, Ala.
NCAM promotes the use of advanced manufacturing technologies and research for industrial
applications. The mission of NCAM is to assure
world-class manufacturing capabilities enabling
space transportation systems; create federal,
state, university and industry manufacturing
partnerships; effect a cultural change in manufacturing to an intelligent-collaborative environment; enhance educational development for
manufacturing; and strengthen U.S. competitiveness in aerospace commercial markets.
NCAM’s current research technologies encompass advanced composite manufacturing,
intelligent manufacturing, composite micro-

cracking/permeability, damage tolerance and
field repair, compatibility with cryogenics and
non-destructive evaluation.
Facilities and equipment include a friction stir
welding machine, Advanced Fiber Placement
Machine #1, Advanced Fiber Placement Machine #2, Non-Destructive Evaluation System,
Gantry Machining Center, and Autoclave.
Also Michoud houses the National Biodynamics Laboratory, operated by the University of
New Orleans. It conducts biodynamics and human factors research to enhance performance
and prevent injury to human beings when they
are exposed to external forces, motions, and accelerations such as those encountered in aircraft,
ships, automobiles, offshore oil structures and
other moving platforms imposing stress on humans.
The research makes use of such devices as acceleration sleds, a ship-motion simulator, vibration equipment and desensitization devices, in
conjunction with comprehensive data acquisition
systems.
▫▫▫
“Empowering the Nation Through Discovery and Innovation.” National Science Foundation. April 2011.
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R&D Centers 11% to $16.8 Billion in FY 2010.” National Science Foundation (NSF 12-315) March 2012.
4 Air Force Fact Sheet. Air Force Research Laboratory/Munitions Directorate. 96th Air Base Wing. January 2007.
5 Air Force Fact Sheet. Armament Directorate. Team Eglin. September
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6 University of Florida Research and Engineering Education Facility
Website.
7 Mack R. Herring, “Way Station to Space,” Chapter 1, Decision for
Mississippi, citing Loyd Swenson Jr., “The Fertile Crescent: The South’s
Role in the National Space Program,” Southwestern Historical Quarterly
71 (January 1968), pp. 382-87; Edward R. Ling Sr., “The Space Crescent:
The Untold Story,” (Huntsville, Ala.; The Strode Publishers, 1984), p. 24.
8 Herring, citing Swenson, p. 388.
9 “The Space Report 2011: The Authoritative Guide to Global Space
Activity,” The Space Foundation, p. 56.
10 Stennis Space Center Website.
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Running robots? What next?

A

n unusual looking robot developed in Pensacola, Fla., can run
circles around the competition.
No, really. Circles. And it’s a world-record
holder to boot.
It’s called HexRunner, and it set a land
speed record for a legged robot by running
at around 33 mph. The speed was measured using a chase car and by analyzing
high-speed video.
That’s not bad considering it was not
tethered. It was developed by the Florida
Institute of Human and Machine Cognition as part of DARPA’s FastRunner proIHMC photo
ject, aimed at creating an even more soHexRunner has three legs on each side and can reach speeds of
33 mph. A crew from the Discovery Channel filmed the run.
phisticated running robot.
Robots have gone from mundane tasks
on factory floors to some amazing feats. NASA study safely integrating drones into the national
has been using them for years to explore the
airspace.
deepest regions of space, and on this planet they
But safety and privacy aside, a lot of folks are
go where we can’t or won’t.
rubbing their hands together thinking about the
The military in recent years has been a heavy
money that can be made. Small wonder. There’s
user of robots, notably the aerial variety that can a potential $92 billion civilian market for UAVs
keep watch from afar or attack, if armed. Other over the next decade. And that’s just the flying
government agencies have also used robots.
variety. Add land and maritime and it goes up.
NASA a few years back started using Global
Hawks to look at Hurricanes, and they’ve been Gulf Coast role
used over fires and disaster areas.
The Gulf Coast is already a player. Northrop
But the next stage for robots is a return to ci- Grumman, a leading companies in the field, opvilian uses. But it’s a far cry from working on a erates a plant in Moss Point, Miss., that builds
factory floor. Delivering pizzas or items bought portions of Global Hawk and Fire Scout drones.
online? Surveying crops? Sure, that’s being conSmall companies have popped up as well.
sidered. But there are issues, as we humans say. Mehlcorp at Stennis Space Center, Miss., and
One aerial robot got way too close to a jetliner in Crescent Unmanned Systems at Michoud AsFlorida. Not a good thing. And privacy? A con- sembly Facility in New Orleans are two.
cern, for sure.
One hot spot for UAVs is near Hattiesburg,
The aerial variety has gotten the most public- Miss., at Camp Shelby. It’s home of the Army
ity, and the Federal Aviation Administration has National Guard’s regional UAV flight center.
predicted 10,000 commercially operated unGuard, Reserve and active duty personnel use
manned aircraft could be active within five years. the military air space to fly Puma, Raven and
Because of that, FAA named six test sites to
Shadow UAVs.
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Near Eglin Air Force Base, Fla., work is continuing to develop the 45,000 square-foot
Autonomous Vehicle Center at the University of
Florida’s Research and Engineering Education
Facility in Shalimar.
Nearby Hurlburt Field is home of an Air
Force Reserve Command MQ-1 Remote Split
Operation squadron. The primary mission of an
MQ-1 RSO squadron is to support the MQ-1
Predator aircraft operations for close air support,
air interdiction and intelligence, surveillance and
reconnaissance.
Underwater vehicles

The Gulf Coast region is also involved in the
development and operation of robotic underwater vehicles.
In Panama City, Fla., the Navy operates its
Naval Surface Warfare Center, which houses
more than 700 scientists and engineers. It does
RDT&E in multiple areas, including underwater
unmanned systems.
The Naval Oceanographic Office, which supplies ocean and atmospheric information to
troops worldwide from Stennis Space Center, is
also heavily involved in underwater robots. It
has underwater system “pilots” at Stennis have
logged tens of thousands of hours exploring the
sea to support a variety of missions. They’ve
gained experience in at least two dozen underwater vehicle systems.
The Naval Oceanographic Office also employs
unmanned mini-submarines, acquiring its first in
2002. About half the size of a torpedo, the propeller-less craft can cover about 900 miles over
30 days. More advanced systems will be able to
circumnavigate the globe autonomously.
The Gulf Coast is also home to the University
of Southern Mississippi’s Undersea Vehicles
Technology Center, part of the National Institute for Undersea Science and Technology. The
institute located at Stennis was created in 2002
by Southern Mississippi, the University of Mississippi and NOAA in an effort to develop new
technologies for undersea research.

FastRunner, IHMC illustration

As for IHMC’s HexRunner, it may not be as
fast as the aerial robots, but it’s got all the legged
robots beat. It has six spring-loaded legs, three
on each side of a central hub. From the top of
the leg it stands six feet tall.
It’s not as complicated as the running robot
DARPA has pictured in the FastRunner project,
which is designed to mimic motions found in
nature. That’s the reason it looks something like
an ostrich. The goal is a 50 mph run. And that
seems likely, considering that a few years ago the
record was just shy of 20 mph.
What might come next is anybody’s guess. But
the next time you want to swat a pesky insect
swarming around you, take a close look. It could
be a robot.
- Duwayne Escobedo
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